
Community radio
A community radio (CRS) is a civil society and voluntary organisation under its ambit 
in order to allow greater participation by the civil society on issues relating to 
development and social change. A community radio has to be aware about the 
development, social and cultural needs of the Community given its diversity and 
expanse. involve members of the community in the broadcasting of their 
programmes. it’s important to well understand the problems that tribal, 
underprivileged, or minority cultures face in getting their voices heard.

Community radio purpose 
A community radio is the answer to the right to have a voice in a democracy. 
community radio offers a third tier of broadcasting that is different that commercial 
broadcasting. A community radio can serve geographic communities and 
communities of interest by broadcasting content that is popular and useful to 
local/specific audiences, in their local languages and dialects providing information 
that is contextual and relevant as well as well as providing a platform for the local 
communities to contribute to the body of knowledge on wide variety of issues. It’s a 
vehicle for voluntary sector, civil society agencies, NGO’S and citizens to work in 
partnerships to further community development. A CRS hasn’t has social or political 
affiliations, and no one individual or group cannot drive its agendas.

Radio vishwas has a huge amount of community information show, and its 
remarkable the topic of the gender equality and woman. Also there are shows 
oriented to different age target, from youth to old people. The strength of radio 
vishwas are a lot variety of topics that takes care about the issues of Nasik, and a 
community available and ready to contribute with the radio. also, it’s remarkable 
that all the programmes are hosted by community people and the language of the 
community. Moreover, the radio gives information about interesting events of the 
agenda. in the other hand, the weakness of radio Vishwas it’s not being able to bring 
refreshed news about Nasik. Also it’s important to emphasize that improvement of 
the presence in internet will be useful and positive for the radio through hanging up 
products of the programmes and wining quote in social networks, like facebook.
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